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The integrated terminal is an elegant modern structure defined by a high-tech aerodynamic building offering a smooth transi-
tion to its passengers from the flight to the city. Its organic form deriving its genesis from an “Avian” is conceived with a sliced 
dome at the centre and multiple wings elevating the roof  profile towards the sky. The slicing of  the roof  profile maximizes 
the daylight, while emitting light in the sky making it visible at night. The design of  the terminal building, liaise emphasis on 
the vastness of  spaces, the visual experience of  the sky and the subtle landing on the ground with the terminal building as         
catalyst integrating all three. The internal planning of  the terminal has resulted into an efficient organization of  passenger 
circulation and security enhances the vibrancy of  the spaces.
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PROJECT BRIEF

the free-flowing "avian"



The iconic roof  of  the structure formulated is a resultant of  the strenuous task requiring the design and assimilation of  more 
than 14,500 tubular members. The curvilinear roof  spanning 120m, boasting a maximum clear span of  39m flanking a 12m 
cantilever at airside creates a unique floating effect. Each primary truss is supported by steel columns with flaring arms on 
each end having gained the name of  “Tree Columns”. 

These are spanned at an interval of  17m, supporting the space frame. 
The double curved roof  has consumed approx 68Kg/ Square meter attributed due to unique curvature to achieve the iconic 
form and skylights, which is at par with the standards using tubular trusses. The skylights thus created add to the savings on 
electricity consumption as artificial lighting is not required during day time. 

The sleek conical RCC columns supporting Conical base plate sprouting the steel members, leading to the primary truss 
please the eye as architectural and structural elements of  expression.  The unique intersection of  secondary trusses from ad-
jacent bays at different levels create the Skylights highlighting the geometry of  the space frame, further defines the structural 
framework permitting natural light to permeate into the terminal building depicting a constantly changing pattern of  shadow 
and light.
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“Award for Appreciation for Structural Steel Design and Construction”   INSDAG



Steel – Sculpting Design

The flexibility of  steel to creates a large open span structure with limited columns. Surreal form of  the building was realized 
by the malleable nature of  steel, making it possible to construct the exact computer engineered design.
Integration of  steel frames, reflective metal paneling, skylights and façade glass has enabled to achieve large wide open 
spaces with natural light in abundance. The architects vision and creativity in double curves has been realized.

Having used Sandwiched layer of  aluminum profiled sheet roofing, Multi cellular insulated translucent panels of  skylights, ac-
commodating a largely span spaced roofing system and the curb side canopy done with polycarbonate sheets and high per-
formance tinted toughened glass, lends an extremely symbolic and high-tech appearance to the built form. The rear side of  
the air-side corridor is designed to be evolved from a “spaceship” which is attained using a louvered tube form. 
An amalgamation of  intelligent use of  materials and technology, the façade of  the terminal, is adorned with structural glaz-
ing, resulting in an array of  sleek “bow trusses”.  Spanning 15m high and 180m long, the inclined glass façade, lends a unique 
translucent appearance, visually welcoming the passengers into this structural marvel.  The specially designed hinged con-
nection at base allows constructability and takes care of  the rotational moment generated due to wind.  
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“Ambitious Airport Design in Double Curvature”   



Pioneer in designing sustainable airports, the architects have carefully planned and implemented various active and 
passive green measures, making use of  the best available resources. Retention of  storm water and rain water harvest-
ing recharges ground water, to ensure judicious and energy efficient functioning of  the terminal.

A high thermal mass structure, with highly insulated walls and roof, ensure the building is further cooled down and 
shaded with trees. A double insulating glass unit, provided on the South-West, south-East and north-East not only en-
sures an insulated envelope but also preventing air leakages in the building. A natural glare free light is emitted on the 
South-East and South-West facades. Provision of  overhangs, roof  projections and fins prohibit sun and glare penetra-
tion into the building. The “Green Ground Parking” uses grass track pavers for car park area facilitating ground water 
recharge and reducing heat Island Effect creates a pleasant micro climate around the terminal building city side.

By specifying steel for the building, zero waste generation was ensured. Choosing a steel-framed building is the sim-
plest and most effective way to reduce waste. Steel permitted a quick development process and construction.  
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COURTYARD 
LANDSCAPED WITH 
NATIVE TRIBAL ART
The sunken landscaped court encompassing a central garden forms 
an exceptionally delightful feature of  the terminal structure. Adorned 
with an array of  historic Bastar art sculptures, the architects patron-
ized the age old regional art of  Chhattisgarh, lending a sense of  pride 
and individuality to the terminal. Visible from the mezzanine and se-
curity check areas, the courtyard serves to segregate the security 
areas and the hold spaces. This concept stems from the desire to 
augment the visual experience with refreshing areas and exclusivity. 
At the ground level, the courtyards are sunk and with a Curvilinear 
stream flowing from east to west through a patchwork of  lush, color-
ful perennials. Vertical gardens and lush palm groves rise from this 
patchwork, delivering a diverse visual palette of  flowering perennials 
and foliage to passengers. This courtyard creates an intimate sym-
bolic relationship with the terminal’s form, delivering an enriching 
experience for the passengers, visitors, and employees. 

“SUNKEN LANDSCAPE COURT - Visual and symbolic experience”  
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